30th Annual Gentle Doctor Benefit
Levels of Sponsorship
There are many different ways in which one can support College of Veterinary Medicine student scholarships through the
Gentle Doctor Benefit. Following is a list of corporate giving opportunities:

Platinum Sponsorship (minimum $5,000 donation)















A table which seats up to eight for company
representatives and guests
A server who will take care of all the needs of the
guests at the sponsor’s table for the evening
Eight custom-made bottles of wine
Introduction to the audience at the Benefit
A tent card with logo will mark the table
identifying company as a Platinum Sponsor of the
event
Prime table location at the Benefit
Full-page advertisement in the Gentle Doctor
Benefit Program
Membership in the John W. Connaway Society
Recognition in the Gentle Doctor Benefit mailing
which goes to over 10,000 individuals if
sponsorship is received in time
Recognition and a link on the Gentle Doctor
Benefit website and Facebook
Signage at the Gentle Doctor Benefit
A portion of the donation is tax-deductible

Silver Sponsorship (minimum $1,500 donation)









Bronze Sponsorship (minimum $1,000 donation)




Gold Sponsorship (minimum $2,500 donation)











A table which seats up to eight for company
representatives and guests
Eight custom-made bottles of wine
A tent card will mark the table identifying
company as a Gold Sponsor of the event
Prime table location at the Benefit
A full-page advertisement in the Gentle Doctor
Benefit Program
Recognition in the Gentle Doctor Benefit mailing
which goes to over 10,000 individuals if the
sponsorship is received in time
Recognition and a link on the Gentle Doctor
Benefit website and Facebook
Signage at the Gentle Doctor Benefit
A portion of the donation is tax-deductible

A table which seats up to eight for company
representatives or guests
A half-page advertisement in the Gentle Doctor
Benefit Program
Recognition in the Gentle Doctor Benefit mailing
which goes to over 10,000 individuals if
sponsorship is received in time
A tent card will mark the table identifying
company as a Silver Sponsor of the event
Recognition and a link on the Gentle Doctor
Benefit website and Facebook
Signage at the Gentle Doctor Benefit
A portion of the donation is tax-deductible






A table which seats up to eight for company
representatives or guests
A half-page advertisement in the Gentle Doctor
Benefit Program
Recognition in the Gentle Doctor Benefit mailing
which goes to over 10,000 individuals if
sponsorship is received in time
A tent card will mark the table identifying
company as a Bronze Sponsor of the event
Recognition and a link on the Gentle Doctor
Benefit website and Facebook
Signage at the Gentle Doctor Benefit
A portion of the donation is tax-deductible

Table of Eight Sponsorship (minimum $800 Donation)









A table which seats up to eight for company
representatives or guests
Recognition in the Gentle Doctor Benefit mailing
which goes to over 10,000 individuals if
sponsorship is received in time
A tent card will mark the table identifying
company as a Table of Eight Sponsor of the
event
Recognition and a link on the Gentle Doctor
Benefit website and Facebook
Signage at the Gentle Doctor Benefit
A portion of the donation is tax-deductible

